Colloquium Series: A Space for Our Own Words

Speaker:
Jane Sahi, Independent Researcher and Activist

Date / Time:
September 29, 2011 - 3:00pm

Venue:
Room 103, First Floor, Pixel B, APU

A Note on the Speaker:

Jane came to India in her teens to visit Gandhian communities and Basic Schools in Madhya Pradesh and Kerala. She has been running her own non-formal, alternative school – Sita School – on the outskirts of Bangalore since 1975. Jane has been part of the teaching faculty of the M.A. in Elementary Education at TISS. She has also been actively involved in the Alternative School Network group in South India since its inception in 1992. Few select publications by Jane: Everyday English: Introductory Book (2010), Learning Through Art (2009), Everyday English Books One and Two (2008), The Sun All Golden and Round (2001).